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I Introduction

This chapter oflers an overview of the most salient currenl frameworks for
analysing processes of convergence and divergence cross-dialectally (includ-
ing those which occur between standard languages and related dialects) at the
grammatical level. It also develops the view expressed in Wilson and Hemy
(1998) and Kallen (this volume) that combining insights from various models
can enhance oul understanding of the mechanisms of linguistic variation and
change. The paradigms in question are the so-called 'generative' programme of
Chomsky ( 1995) and the 'variationist' approach ofLabov (1994). The emphasis
in the former on 'top-down' theories oflanguage has led to its being described
as an 'Inlemalist' framgwork that conceives of 'Grammar' as having no exler'
nal existence. This perspective is, however, contested by variationists, who
have developed a'bottom-up' or'Extemalisl' model which lakes 'Grammar'
to be aproduct which is primarily socio-cultural ralher than biological.r Conse-
quently, each framework operates distinÇtìve methods ofanalysis and the object
of study in lypical investigations which rely on these models is also markedly
diftèrenl. Variationists, for example, emphasise the systematic recording and
analysis of socially situated language samples with due regard for the so-aalled

This reseârch was funded by the BÌìtish CourciÌ and the Netherlands Organjzatìon for Scìentific
Resea.ch CNWO) vld the UK-Dutch Joint Scientilìc Reseârch Programme (hojecr No. JRP643).
We would iike to tâke this opportunity to thank tlìese institlríons fo¡ their fìnancial support md
'"ve ¿Ìe also grareful to Joân BeâÌ, Dave Britâin, Cârol Feh¡inget Frans Hinskens, Dick Hudsor,
Lesley Milroy, Salìkoko Mulwene, Mãc vim Oostendorp. IÂn Roberts and Sâii Taglìanonte for
theìr extÌemeÌy helpful comments on a dralt version ofthis chapter. Any remaining sho cornirlgs
are. or course. our ownI The notìons 'top down' and 'bottom-up' are borrowed from languàge processing models whcre
the lb¡mer retèrs to the type ofprocessing which ìelies on prior knowledge to p¡edlct or cnhance
thc perceived event or message. The latter on the other hand, is used in connectioìì with per
ccptual processing which extracts i¡formation dircctly from the sensory stgnal (for exâmple,
voice quality). These terms are used metaphorically here to capture the drffe¡ence between the
inrernâlist (lârgely theory-oriented) and extemalisl (lùgely data onented) models oflanguage âs
either being a state of mird,õrain wholly intem¿l to the individuaL ('top-down') or a ìnatter of
the cu s roms/corventions of (dilferenl) speech communitlcs ('bottom-up') (ct Pinker I 994: I 84
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'observer's paradox' and the unreliability of speaker-judgements (cf. Bell 1984;
Giles 1984; Labov 1975, 1996; Le Page 1997; and Trudgill 1986). This lype
of research often focuses on speakers of non-standard dialects who are in con-
tâct \¡'ith others in their community using a standard variety with much greater
social prestige.2 A major task facing analysts operating within this model is
to determine whethe¡ there is statistical evidence for 'horizontal'/'veÍical'
convergence ordiverge[ce thât can be correlated to some degree with social van-
ab1es. Quantitative analysis in this modelis not, however, restrictedto ascertain-
ing the significance of the sociocultural correlates ofinherent variability, since
even the ea,liest studies engaged with linguistic issues p¿rr,r¿rlrg such as ascer-
taining the probability of occur¡ence of grammatical constlucúons in certain
linguistic environments (cf. Cedergren and Sankoff 1974; Labov 1969, 1972a,
1994; and Sankoff 1974). By contrast, advocates of the biolinguistic programme
contend that such extemal (pedormance) evidence is 'irrelevant to linguistics'
(Srnith 1989: 180) - the goal of which is perceived within this paradigm to be
the refinement of our understanding ofthe underlying rules and principles that
constitute an individual's 'knowledge oflanguage' or competence (cf. Chomsþ
1976, 1986b; Labov 1972b: 260f1.,1975; Milroy 1984a, 1985, and 1996; and
Wilson and Henry 1998). Given this objective, it has been expediert lo asseft
thal a suitable investigative tool is üative-speaker introspection in an idealised
environment. In plactice, as we plan to demonstrate in section 2.2, this often
means that the resultant analyses reflect the grammaticality judgements of the
theodst who may be unawa¡e of the considerable degree of syntactic variation
which potentially exists within the same speech community (Milroy and Milroy
199'7: 4'1).

Although there remain certain formal ¡esonancas between the generative
and variationist paradigms, the methodological diffe¡ences betweel the two
approaches to grammaÌ created a schism between them which persisted through
most of lhe later twentieth century (cf. Cheshire 1987, 1999; K¡och 1989;
Sankoff 1988; Hudson 1985, 1986, 1995, 1997; and Rickford 1988). In this
regard, Wilson and Henry (1998: 2) note that 'there have been few real attempts
to marry these seemingly divergent positions' and Meechan and Foley (1994:
63), likewise, suggest that ùeorctical syntacticians and sociolinguists 'rarely,
if ever, cross paths'. Neveftheìess, researche¡s have occasionally engaged with

2 Cf. Hi¡skens (1998b); Milroy (1987: 118); Har¡is (1984, 1996). In addition, the reader should
note thât, despite the orientâtior of'classic' vâ¡iâtionist âccounts, there have been relatively
few (of the sort outlined here) which handle processes oÌ convergence/dive¡gence as well as
might be expected. This is partly due to the prevaiÌrng view within this type of reseârch thât
speech communities are isolated from a perceived standard whjch obtai¡s outwith its confines,
yet is, neveftheÌess, capâble of exerting considerable normâtive influence. Exceptions to this
woùld ìnclude the variationist research that has more recently been developed witì refère¡ce to
contâct modeÌs by Britain (I997, 2002a); Gerritsen (1999); Hinskens (1996); Kerswill (1994);
Schilling Estes (2000); and Trudgill (1986, 1994) inlet alia.
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the notion thal inherent variability that is quantifiable has the potential not
only to assess but also to reflne theoretical conceptions of linguistic stlucture l
As we observe in sections 2.2-3.5 l:'elow, the possibility of utilising conver-
genldivergent granìmatical data for just this purpose has gained momentum
since the publication of Chomsþ (1981b), which was the ñrst âttempl system-
atically to incoryorate cross-linguistic, though not 'inherenl', diYersity wilhin
the paradigm.

2 Literature Review

For present puryoses, studies in the literature review which follows are cate-
gorised according to their major orientation, ignoring the fact thal there is an

amount of overlap belweeo approaches by certain authors The suNey is not
intended to be an exhaustive one, nor will it be strictly chonological. Instead,
we plan to focus on major lhemes ¡elevant to the original resealch descrìbed
in sections 3-3.5 and to the investigation of convergence and divergence in
grammar more generally.

2.1 Sociolinguistic approqches to Ð)ntqctíc vLriation

Although variationist research was initially as focused on matters ofmorphosyn-
tactic variability as itwas on those relaling to the lexical and phonological levels,
the body of research on the latter outweighs that devoted to morphosyntactic
matters.4 However, as Britain (2002a), Kallen and Kirk (2001), and Schilling-
Estes (2000) confirm, tesearchers in lhis f¡amework have increasingly begun to
refocus on issues relating lo syntactic variation and dialect divergence within
a dialect contact model as originally arliculated in Harris (1984) and (1996).
Perhaps the most important signal of this volte-face was the publication m
1991 of a monogmph devoted to accounts of grammaúcal variabilily edjted
by Peter Trudgill and Jack Chambers. This collection describes consûuctions
typical of raditional dialects which diverge both vertically and horizontally in
that newer, related varieties have innovaþd from them. As sùch, they presenl
unusual dala for the modelling oflinguistic variation and change in the lìelds of
generative linguistics, historical linguistics, and sociolinguistics. The volume
also contains analyses from urban communities (Cheshire 1991a; andEisikovits
1991a, in paÌ1icular) which augment previous research extending the Labovian

I Earìy examples of research with such â n orientâtìon cÂn be seen in the collection of pâpers ftom
a 1987 C¿S Parasession on vad¿tion in linguistic theory edited by Beals ¿r dl (1994).

4 Stricfly speãking, we exclüde herc reseaÌch on pidgin and c¡eole vadeties' such âs wrnford
(1984), in which the relationshrp between mo¡Phosyntâx and vädability was ålways more
central.
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paradigm to processes of linguistic variabilily at the grammatical rather than
tne pno[ologlcal levels.-

As noted in section 1, the methodological practices of this framework are
distinctive and most investigations begin by specifying a finite set of theoretical
assumptions - normally in the form of working hypotheses ard often arising
from prior knowledge of the speech community in question. A represeltative
sample of speakers is identified and they are recorded under reasonably con-
trolled conditions. Systematic analysis ofa substantial quantity ofthe data which
ensues is undertaken and the criteria which govern the description of the speech
samples themselves are exacting. In the fiISt place, the identification oftokens
must be as specified by the 'Principle of Accountable Reporting', namely, the
total number ofocculTencas and the potential occuffences, i.e. non-occurrences,
in the variable environment must be noted (Labov et al. 1968: 70). ln addition,
the 'Synonymy Principle' presupposes that tokens which have been identified
as variants are, indeed, equivocal with regard to referential meaning (i.e. 'alter-
nate ways of saying "the same" thing' Labov (1972b:118)). The final objective
is to Çontrast speech samples with respect to the frequency of occurrence of
each individual variant as aproportion of the number ofoccasions when it could
have occurred without altering referential meaning. The resultant f,gures can
then be used in a sociolinguistic analysis of the data to classify factors (inter-
nal and extemal) in the environment which affect the distdbution of variants
and with which individual vadants can, the¡efore, be assumed tendentially to
co-occur.Ó

There has been a tendency (particularly within those variationist studies con-
ducted in North America such as Sells el al. 1996a,b) to overemphasise the
intemal consftaints on mor?hosyntactic variaúon .at the expense of extemal
considerations, which is not the case wi¡h research within the model on phono-
logical variability. Indeed, one might go so far as to suggest that our knowledge
of the degree Lo which external factors, such as education or ethnicity, are salient
to variation at the level ofmorphosyntax remains considerably less sophislicated
as a result.

5 InvestigÀtions with this orientation incl de: Bâyley and Pease-Alvarez (1996); Beals ¿1 d¿
(1994); Bntarn (1991, 1999,2002a); Cedergren and Sankoff (1974); Cheshi¡e (1982, 1985,
1987, 1998, 1999); Cor¡ìips (1994, 1996b, 19984); Coveney (2000); Cukor-Avila ând Bailey
(1996); Dines (1980); Eisikovits (1991b); Ickai ¿¡ dl. (1987); IGng ard Nadasdi (1996); Kroch
and Small (1978); Labov (1969, 19'72^), Lelebwe (1989); Lemieux (1987); Naro (1981);
Policansky (1976, 1982); Româine (1980â, 1980b, 1982, 19844); Sankotr (1973, 1974); SâDkofÏ
and Vincent (1977); Sepp¿inen (1999); Taghamonte (199?, 1998); Tagliâmonte and Hudson
(1999); Tagliâmonte ând Poplâck ( 1988); Tagliamonte and Smith (1999); ând Weiner and Labov
t1983).

6 This is ån oversimpliûcâtion of the method which will srffice for presentpurposes. Cf. Chambers
(1995);Coìrlmas (1997: Pafs I and II);Hùdson (1996);Labov (1994);Mihoy (1987);and Mil¡oy
ând Milrov 41997ì.
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As noted above, there has also been a more general reluctance lo fbcus on mor-
phosyntactic aspects ofdialectal differences within this paradigm and a number
of reasons have been cited as c¡ucial in this regard. Those lhal have received
most attention in the literature are: (i) the quantiflcation of syntactic variatiol;
and (ii) the indeteminâcy of synonymy/fuüÇtional equivalence. Both contribute
to Labov's (1991,: 277) assertion that 'Synlactic change is an elusive process
as compared to sound change', though the latter became less of an issue as the
model evolved during the 1990s, as we will demonstrate below.' Obsetving
phonological variants in a manner which is accountable to the data is relatively
straightforwald even when the social dialect corpus is of modest propoltions
since these are, by thefu natu.e, relatively frequently occuring. It is not difn-
cult to meet Labov's (1966: 181) requirement of'10-20 instances' and many
researchers have been able to base their analyses on lhe >30 tokens per variable
per speaker prescription advocated by Guy (1974). The open-ended nature of
syntax, by conbast, entails that systematic obseryâtions of linguistic and'social
variability within dialecl grammals oftenproduce very small numbers oftokens
indeed. Consequently, this level of language is regularly perceived within the
paradigm to be less accassible to both speech communities and linguistic analy-
sis fbr the purpose ofcreating social indices. In tàct, as table 4.1 indicates, there
can be a considerable range in the frequency ofvariants available. Furthermore,
therobustness ofthe data appeals lo depend as much on thetype ofvariable being
investigated as it does on the size of the corpus. Thus, while Corrigan (1997)
records a grealer number ofrestdctive relative clause lokens than do Tottie and
Rey (1997) o¡ Policansky (1982), the same corpus (n : 52,000 words) contains
only 3 tokens ofthe 'Hot-News' rlier pedect which both Kallen (1991: 63-64),
Kallen and Kirk (2001: 73), and Harris (1984: 317) also observe to be relatively
in liequent.s

Despite the apparent paucity of tokens in some of Lhe rcsearch cifed in
table4.l, the distribulional results which they reveal with respect to age, gender,
and grammatical constmints, for example, suggest that the trequency question
is not insoluble and that accessibility to robust dala sets may not be paramou[l
in certain cases even when the social and linguistic restuictions operating on

? Detarled âccounrs of (i) âre available i n: Britaìn ( 1999), Cedergren and Sânkoff ( 1974); Cheshire
(1998); Hudson (1986, 1996, 1997â, 1997b);Kroch (1994);Labov (1969, 19724); Naro (1981);
Sankoff (1973); S¡nkofT (1988); Sankoff ând Labov (1979); Singh and Ford (1989); ând Wilson
and Henry (1998). A comprehensive overview of(ii) can be obtained fìom: Cheshjre (1985, 1987,
1999);Coveney (2000);Dines (1980);FasoÌd(1991); Harris (1984, 1996);Jacobso¡ (1985, 1989);
Lâbov(1978,1991.1996);Lavarderâ(1978);Lefèbvre(1989);Romatnc(1980b, 1984b,1984c)l
Weiner afld Labov ( 1983); Winford ( 1996); Ând Wolfram (1975, l99l).

3 Exâmples of these variâbles ftom Comgan (1997) would be. (i) Restrictive relâtìve clauses,
nameÌy, 'Subject-Contâc ¡lzeroFrelati''e'I The nagistrare ø wqs lo ft ! hin was an olà soLliet loa;
'Tø-rc7aúve't Matha Locklitl that li|e¿ un¿et the rooft')i1h Pa¿gy Rug; 'wH'rel:Àove't Coultet
handed back the h.)ute oJ water r)hich SnJth plãc¿d on the shelf and (il) 'Hot-News Pe¡fecf :

one ollheÍ ls was aft¿r breakine.
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Table 4.\ Tokens of var¡able X systemotically obset-ved in nine sociolínguistic
inve stigat¡ons of syntactíc vqriationø

Investjgatjon Vùiâble construction N Tokens

Rickîo¡d ¿¡ dl. (1995: 102)

Corrigan (1997:337)

Tagliamonle ând Hudson (1999: 147)

Tottie ând Rey (1997: 226)

Feagin (1979: 128)

Britain (1999: 199)

Policansky (1982:43)

Kâllen (199] | 66)

Tagliamonte ând Smith (1999: 8)

AS FARAS is conce edlø +NP/
Gerund Complement
As Íar as the white senants ø, it isn't

Restrictive RelâtiYe ClÂuse
The fiagistrale It wus lo lry hinwas an

BE LIKß Qttotati\e
and they're like.'Cone an, go.tncl Set

Restrictive Relâtiv€ Clùuse
We killed beors an' panthets an' things
like îhat wlút was eating up ¡he stock

Aux+ Completive DON¿ +pâst
pârticiple
I mal haw done bst iî
AS FARASis co cened/ø +NP/
Gerund Complement
There \rere ¿irisions as JAr as haî
tules there ]nighl hat'e beeû

Restrictive R€lative Clause
A ù¿ fellers that v)e used to play with
li.,'ed on the othet side of the roa¿

'flot-News'AFÎ¿R Perfect
It's afø getting wry long

rcÀE Pâst Tense
She saià I þere Êoing lo rctnain hone

1,200+

164

122

" The reader should ¡ote that the studies i¡ this tâble differ with respect to the size of corporâ
ânâlysed. Thus, Britâin (1999) relies on a 2 million word corpus, whereas in Conigan (1997) it
rs a mere 52,000. In some cases (Rickford ¿¡ dl. 1995, for exâmple) corpus size is not mentioned
at all. In àddition, while Tagliamonte and Hudson (1999: 158) expressly conment in their paper
thât they hâve observed 199 tokens of ,¿ l¡¿¿ quot¿tives from a total quotâtive co¡pus of I ,277, the
studies differ in the degree to which they âle explicit about the total number of tokens from which
vâriâble X ìs drawn, and this shouÌd be bome in mind when evaluâling the extent to which the
investigatrons in tâble 4.1 âre âbsolutely compârâble at least from â methodological perspective
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the variable are highly complex (cf. Romaine 1980b: 191-192). For instance,
although the corpus of Tagliamonte and Smith (1999: 13), by their own admis-
sion, is 'severely limited' with regard to the number of p¿r¿ tokens thal could
be isoÌated, it, nevertheless, reveals a pattem for constructions s]]ch as She were
young too for standard S/¡¿ was young loo that conforms to 'that repofed for
most vemaculars of English, that is, levelling of was rather than were' (1999
l4), namely, divergence from standard English. Following on from Romaine's
(1980b) suggestion (based on findings such as these) that there should be no
absolute blueprint with respect to numbers of tokens, Bdtain (1999) concu$.
He suggests that this may welÌ be because: (i) grammatical va¡iables often
show sharp rather lhan gradienl patteming; and (ii) 'grammatical variation is
generally more socially diagnostic than phonological variation' (1999: 204).
Indeed, certain sociolinguistic accounts ofsyntactic vadation, given the low fre-
quency oftokens, have proceeded on thehypothesis that fþwer ocÇurrences may
be required Lo uncover statistically signifrcant grammatical patterning within
speech communities, though it remains to be seen whether universal princi-
ples are involved here that co[elate, somehow, with the nature of individual
morphosyntactic variables. This approach is particularly successful when inves-
tigating 'low-level' morphoÌogical variation, since it rests oû the assumption
that, from a purely extemal, social perspective. synlax may well be unable to
function as subtly as phonological va ation can. Hence, the stratificalion of
'low-level' morphosyntactic variants, even \À,ith ¡elatively few tokens, is gener-
ally sharp since the middle class and well educated, for instance, will be likely
to show near-categorical usage of standard folms (cf. Britain 1999: 200_205:,
Corrigan 1997; Chambe¡s 1995: 5l and 116; Romaine 1980b; Wolfram 1969:
120-12 i. t99l : 95 r.o

There are other, 'higherJevel' morphosyntactic variables, however, where the
frequency problem is compounded by issues relatirlg to pragmatic and semantic
conditioning. As we noted earlier, applying the 'Principle of Synonymy' to
morphosyntactic data is problematic for rcasons that we can only oudine rn the
presentcontext. Cent¡al to the issue is deciding preciselyhow the sociolinguistic
variable is to be defined. There was a revisiorl in its i[terpretation suggested by
Labov (1969) which inhoduced the concept of the 'variable rule', later further
relìned in Cedergren and Sankoff (1974); ard Sankoff and Labov (1979). It

e We conjecture thatitis, indeed, possrble to distinguish between types ofmorphosyntâctic variâble
('low level' vs. 'high level'), though this js an area with respect to convergence and divergence
in gramma¡which is in need of further reseârch. Variables thât are termed 'low level' here refer
ro those that â¡e eilher purely morphological or purely syntactìc, such âs the contrâst between
preterite variants in English dialects (l conelcane to york )es¡erdq,) discussed by Cheshke
(1994). 'Highlevel' varìables (introduced below) åÌe those which mìght be cÌassìfied as operating
ât the interfâce of levels of the grâmmâr (between syntax and semanucs/pragmâtics, sÀy). A
potential case irÌ point woüld be rhe active/passìve contrast discussed at Ìength in Lavânde¡a
(1978); and Weiner and Lrbov (1983).
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became an extension of the 'optional rule' construct which was recognised
in the genemtive programme as a means of distinguishing non-'categorical'
elements of the grammar. Such rules were neuftal in that the chorco of one
vadant over another had no impact on grammaticalily and, since syntax was
conceived of as autonomous, optional rules were, thercfore, assùmed to be
immule to extra-linguistic factors. The 'variable rule' extended the original
by recognising linguistic constraints which favoured/disfavoured the use of
particular variants and the degree of variability could be fuñh conditioned
by social correlates.l0 Despite the fact that these were originally constucted to
accommodate copula usage in African American Vernacular English (AAVE), it
remained controversial as to whether one could Postulâte a syntactic 'variable
rule' within the Labovian Paradigm. While Sankoff (1973); and Weiner and
Labov (1983) contended that it was, Cheshire (1987); Dines ( 1980); Lavande¡a
(1978); Romaine (1984b,c); Sankoff (1988); and Winford (1996) inter alia,
argued that there were a number of issues which remaíned unresolved. The
restriction inherenL in the definition of a 'variable rule' that it be constrained
by 'sameness of meaning' was paficularly conteniious. Labov (1972b: 118)
originally suggested that synonymy should be delìned narrowly as 'having the
same truth value'. Other scholars argued thal this decontextualised Yiew (akin to
Chomsky's autonomous theorem) was difÍìcult to apply on the basis that cefiaìn
mor?hosyntâctic variants normally occur in at least some pmgmatic contexts
where thet propositional content is not synonymous and where they are not
functionally equivalent (cf. Jacobson 1989; Lefèbvre 1989; Sankoff 1988; and
Winfo¡d 1996). Lavandera (1978), for instance, asserts that such a delìnition of
referentiality is too abstract in that the insistence on synonymy entails that rn
each case the alteÍìating forms refer to the 'same slate of affairs' (Weiner and
Labov 1983: 82).ll The dilemma can be illustrated by abriefexamination ofthe
'Hot-News' ajler perlect meîtioned earlier and illustrated again in (1) below'
which is problematic on account of the fact that it is a 'highlevel' variable
conditioned by both syntactic and semantic/pmgmatic constraints:

( l) One of Lhe farls lsoda bread pofl¡onl ìvâs âfter breakingl2
(Conigan (1997: 160))

Since the structure often occurs in contexts like this one where recency or
completion is being signalled (hence, the term 'Hot-News'), one might postulate
that the standard British English construction shown in (2) is a plausible variant:

l0 Differences bet\iveen the traditional generâtive view of the vâriable rule and the sociollngùistic
veßìon are articulated in Singh and Ford (1989).ll Cheshire ¿t dL (this volume) address the 'sameoess of meâning' problem âs well as the fact
thât it is often very dìlÊcult to obtain sumcient numbers of tokens for a given case ofsyntactic
vâ¡iâtion lthe editors).

12 In this pârticulâr context, the speal€r was ¡efening to âneventin therecentpâst, i.e thâtå piece
of the soda bread hadjust broken off while it was being cooked on â griddle.
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(2)
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One of the farls had just broken

However, such an allemant would not be unequivocal. ln fact, (2) violates the
demand ol stdÇl synonymy and therc is no absolute functional equivalence
eirher since Kallen (1991: 62) has demonstrated thal syntâctically identical
Irish-English pedective conslructions to that represented by (l) can also be
interpreted pragmatically as the universal pedect in varianls such as (3) below:

(3) A1l ¡he week is after being cold

ln 'divergent dialect situations' (Winford 1996: 180) such as this one, il is
not at all straightforward to make the necessary assumptio[ that speakers of the
dialects in question shale a 'panlectal idenlity' with respect to their grammatic¿l
systems and, hence, diverge from one another only superficially (cf. Haris
1996: 32; Hinskens 1998b: 174 and 177; Winford 1984, 1993, and 1996).
The number of reporled cases of miscommunication b9tw99n such speakers
demonstrates the lack of mutual intelligibiÌity and the degree of deep-seated
stluctural divergence which may actually pertain (cf. Milroy 1984b). This has
led to the suggestion thal variants such as those exemplifìed in ( 1) and (2) above
are exponents ofunderlyingÌy distinctive grammars (standard vs. dialect) which
are clearly divergenL.l3

It has also been ârgued that other higher level mor?hosyntactic yaria¡ts are
sirnilarly problematic with respect to synonymy (cf. Cheshire 1987). Meaning
in such cases is frequently mutâble (non-conventional) aûd as such is highly
contingent on tl-le colltext of the utterance in spor'ìtaneous speech. Conse-
quently, it has been suggested that moryhosyntactic variation of this type rarely
selves to diftèrentiate social groups because of jts dependence on pragmatic
and sernantic conditiouing. Given the distinction, lhereibre, between 'classic'
phonological and morphosyntactic variables which can be adequately handled
by traditional vadaLionist techniques, lhere are sftong argumel1ts fo¡ either
excluding higher level molphosyntactic variables like these from such analy-
ses or for relying on different methods of data colleÇlion. Hence, Labov (1975)
and Hanis (1983) used elic¡tâtion techniques in the analyis of internal con-
straints opsrating on negative attraction and perfectivity in divergent EngÌish
dialects. Although it might be argued thal this methodology is reminiscant
of that favoured within the generative paradigm, lhere arc impottanL differ-
ences. In the firsl place, experimental sociolinguistic research relies on prior
knowledge of variability within the speech community gained by observa-
tional methods and it is on this basis thal hypotheses are fornulated and
tested. Secondly, sociolinguists who use this approach, unlike their genera-
livisl peers, take acÇount of phenomena such as: (i) the observer's paÌadox;

13 Lesley Milroy (p.c.) proposes lhat thcse outcomes are most likely when there ls a hrstorrcal
la¡guage contact sirùâlion ând this is coÍoborâled by evidence fiom similâr divcrgent dialects
i¡ Cordgan (1993, 1996, 1997,2000); ¿nd Winfo.d (1993, 1996).
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(ii) speakers' attitudes to\ryards stigmatised varieties; (iii) the repetition effect;
(iy) the judging of syntactic constructions as ungrammatical simply on the
basis of lexical items; and (v) the fact that written forms are unduly influenced
by prescdptive educational practices (cf. Cheshire 1985, 1987,1998, 1999;
Cornips 1997, 2000; Coveney 2000; Haris 1983, 1984, 1996; Labov 1975;
Milroy 1987; Silva-Corvalán 1994; Winfo¡d 1996 inter alia (see also the case
study in section 3)).

2.2 Parumetric apprcaches 10 syntact¡c variation

The biolinguistic progra[ìme sketched in seÇtion I conceives of Universal
Grammar (UG) as a system of Principles and ParÍìmeters (P&P1.la The latter are
integrated within various subsystems ofUG (Binding, Case, and Government).
Given its 'Intemalist' perspective, the P&P model offers no straightforward
delìnition of either language or dialect per se srnce these are attributes of
speech communities rather lhan individuals. Hence, languages are viewed
essentially as abstractions and 'variation', in P&P terms, refers primarily to
differences between individual grammars ralher than between or wi¡hin Ìan-
guages/dialects. The generic principles ofUG would not, solely, accommodate
the va ation which exists between languages, since they are underspecified.
The latter is accoùnted for by the so-called parameters which permit genera-
tive accounts of the extent to which variation is possible and the manne¡ in
which it is conshained: (i) between languages; (ii) within the acquisition of
the same language; and (iii) between different historical states of the same
language (cf. Wilson and Henry 1998: 4-5). Therefore, it would not be uffea-
sonable to infer thât a variety which has lnosl parameter settings in common
with another will be syntactically closer to it than it will be to others in which
the parameter settings are different (cf, Brannigan 1996: 25; and Wilson and
Henry 1998: 12). Hence, where a variety 'x' comes to share parameter setlrngs
with a yariety 'y' as a result of linguislic vadation and change, one might con-
ceive of lhem as colverging. By the same token, in cases where 'x' and 'y'
share very few settings then this would argue for them being grammaúcally
divergent.l5

I a For analyses of convergence/divergence rn g¡ammar wi thin theoretic.rl models not revìewed in
this ch¿pter like Cognitive Cramma¡ (Langâckû 1990, 1994; Hudson 1984, 1990, inter 1lia)l
Heâd-driven Phrâse Structure Grâmmar (Po11ârd an d SaE 198'7 , inlet alia) Ãr'd Lexical Functionâ I

Grammâr (Bresnan 1995, inter alia), see Börjars ¿¡ dl. (1996); Börjars ând Chapman (1998);

. _ Châpmân (1995); ând Hudson (1985, 199'7a, 199'7b).
tr Intrâlectâl pâ¡âmetric variation âl the level of morphosynta-{ is dìscìrssed in: Abraham and Bayer

(1993);Belletti (1993);Belletti ând shlonsky (1995);Benincà (1989, 1994, 1996); Bernstein
(1991); Brandi and Cordin (1989); Burzio (1986); Christensen and Taraldsen (1989); Elor-
dui (1998); Haegeman (1988, 1990, 1997); Henry (1992, 1994, 1995, 1996, 199'7a, 199'7hr;
Holmberg (1986); Jaeggli ând Sâfrr (1989); Kayne (19894, 1989b, 1994); Landa ând Fra¡co
(1996,f998);McCloskey(1991,1992);Muysken(1989);Plâtzâck(1987);Sobin(1987);Suñer
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A single abstract grammatical difference or paIameter selting can be mam-
fested in a number ofconstructions which are seemingly unrelated on the surface
(like the problematic 'Hot-News' ajier vs. 'Heve just ' perfect case outlined in
section 2.1). to Hence, the classicpro-drop parcmeter is associated not only with
the availability of null subjects in those languages which have a positivq setti ng
for the parameter ([*pro-drop] such as in lrish or Spanish) bu¡ also with the
occuüence of: (i) post-verbal subjects (4); (ii) apparent violations of /?¿rl ftace
effects (5); and (iii) a rich verbal morphology (4 and 5), illustrated in the Irish
examples given below:

Tógaim bainne anois
take-PR-1sc(post-verbal subject) rnilk now
tqke milk now
'I take milk now'

(5) Cê dúirt tú a bposadh í?
INTERR say-PAST- you-2SG REL many-VN- her-3SG

2SG 3SG
who said vou that mqrried her
'Who did you say manied her?'

ln the discussion which follows, it will be suggested that it is possible for a
single parameter setling, such as [+pro-drop] or l+perfective] (see sec-
tion 3.4.1), to be associated with structural and social variation, irrespective of
potential pragmatic incongruities. Indeed, byextension, the same would holdfo¡
the full range ofsyntactic variants attributed to one parameler (cf. Comips 1994,
1998a). Parametric variation in this regard satisfies one cdterion of the notion
'sociolinguistic variable' reviewed in secúon 2.1 irl thât the variants attribu led lo
differelt parameter settings may be considered lo be compeling fbrms iüvolved,
for example, in processes oflanguage change inducing convergence/divergence
between varieties, although it does not share or even imply any sameness of
cognitive meaning (cf. Cheshire 1987, 1999; and Winford 1996: 184 inter
alia).

A distinction should be drawn at this point between the notions 'parametric
variation' and what we would like to te¡m 'díscrete variation'. The forrler

ând Lizardi (1995); Toribio (1993, 1996,2000); and Trosterud (1989). The lriggenng expe-
rience of langùage contact settings has been accounted lor using this model by: Corrigan
(1993, t997); De Glâff (1997); Guilfoyle (1986); ând Lightlbot (1988, 1991, 1999). Pa¡a-
metric variation jn histo¡ical contexts is described in: Adams (1987);Henry (199?b);van Keme-
nade (1987, 1993); vân Kemenâde and Vincent (1997); Kroch and Tâylor (1994); Lightfoot
(1989, 1991, 1999); Pearce (1995); Pintzuk (1991, 1993); and Roberts (1985, 1993, 1997),

'o I¡ the Minimalist Framework of Chomsky (1995), parameters can be ¡ei¡terpreted as feâtures
offunctionâl categories, though this need not conce.n us here.
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refers to that type of syntactic variation outlined immediately above, namely,
differences in pammetfl settings between two languages. Discrete vadation,
by contrast, describes the object of investigation intuoduced in section 2.1, i.e.
analysing and accounling for the preferential usage by working-class females
in community x for English clauses in which subjects [+pro-drop] are deleted
[-pro-drop] in informal contexts (cf. Haegeman 1990). In the latter type of
analysis the researcher carefully discriminates all contexts in which the va¡iable
can be said to occur or not occur without regard for any associated syntactlÇ
phenomena that corelate with this variable crosslinguistically, such as the
presence of postverbal subjects, rich verbal motphology, artd so on.

However, as we noted in section 1, and as Kallen (lhis volume) also argues,
most research within the generalive framework takes accounl of related struc-
tural phenomenausing the P&P apparatus but is preoccupied with such inte¡nal
evidence, leading Trudgill and Chambers (1991:295) to appeal for 'a more
empirically based approach'. In this regard, they refet for example, to one
of the theoretical assumptions of Chomsky (1989) which is derìved from the
un$ammaticality in standard (American) English ofdo-support in declaradves
such as (6) below.

(6) He did bum it
llhalainen (1991: 148) - Wessex English]

The fact that the feature is robust in southwestem British vernaculars and has
also been obseryed elsewhere (cf. Corrigan 199'7: arLd Edwards el al. 1984)
weakens theuniversality of Chomsky's position, reinforcing the view advocated
in this chapter that formal syntax ignores an important resource for refining and
assessing ils theoretical models when il overlooks evidence from divergent
t¡aditional dialects such as these.lT

In so far as empirical insights from divergent dialects are considered at all, it
is often for the purpose of clinching a theoretical argument. Moreove¡, analy-
ses especially in the early research - are restricted to a narrow range of
languages, most prominent of which is standard English (cf. Haegeman 1997:
15-16). Hence, Chomsþ and Lasnik (1977) invoke an ad hoc For-to flltet
for distinguishing standa¡d American Erglish from divergent Norlh American
dialects and British Isles Englishes in which structures such as (7a-l) below are
perfectly gramrnatical: I 8

17 See âlso: Co¡¡igan ( 1993, 199'7);Docherty et at ( 1997: 276 and 308); Henty (1992,1994,1995,
1996, 1997a, 1997b)l Hudson (1995); MiLoy (1984â, 1984b, 1986, 1996); Mikoy and Mil¡oy
(199'7 4'1\',Labo\ (19'15, 1996);and Sobin (1987).

ru Cf. Carroll (1983); Koster ând May (1982); and Lighrfoot (1979: 186). Accounts of the
same phenomenon are offered in Co¡rigan (1997, 2003); ând Henry (f992, 1995) which
demonst¡ate the recent advånces that have been made within P&P in âccounting for vefticâl
divergence.
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Mary walts for to leave
fCaroll (1983: 416) - Ottawa Valley English]
'Who díd you try for to go to the church social with you?
fChornsky and Lasnik (197'7: 426) Ozark Englishl
For to tell her like thatl
lHenry (1995: 83) Belfast English]
The brown mug was sent for to use it
[Corrigan (2003) - South Armagh Englishl
He's come for to collect lhe rent
[Miller ( 1993: 130) Scotsì
The firemen were putting on breathing apparatus for to go into
the house
JBeal (1993: 200) Tyneside and Nolthumbrian Englishl

Despite recelll advances in the use of exemplif,cation fron dialecß that diverge
froll] s tandard English norms within the generative literature (pafticularly Henry
(1995) inter alia),te the theory building orientation of the research continues
to tolerate the analysis of data which is not soc¡olinguistically accountable in â
variety of ways.20

The practice can be illustrated by McCloskey (1992), who has proposed
thal selectional res¡ ¡ctions apply to ceÌtain pledicates in Irish-English which
account for the grammaticality contlasts in utterances like (8a d), illustrating
'Embedded I(nflection)-to-C(omplemenrisel ) Fronting' (I'lo-C') in which the
standard English if/whether Çomplementiser is not phonologically expressed
al1d the subject and auxiìiary have been inverrcd frorn their usual embedded
question INP s¿¿¿rjecl, I'] order.

(8) a Johnny Matthews asked did he ate his supper
b *Johnny Matthews knew did he ate his supper
c Do you know why did he eat his supper?
d Johnny Matúews didn't know did he ate his supper

Since predicates like asfr, (8a above), incpire, ar d. wonder m¡ght be broadly
described as eliciting information, McCloskey (1992) argues that lhey could
be construed to function semantically as if they contained the inteuogative
operators of mat[ix questions which we might designate mor?hosyntactical]y
as I fQ]. If this is how lrish-English speakers iDterpret this class of predicates,

re The fâct that Henry's (1995) treatmenr ofBelfâsr Enghsh is a norâble exception in rhis regard,
cîn be gathered f.om her coÌnment thât it is iDrportaDt to check Judgenents . . . pârricularly to
ensure lhat stmctures said lo be ungrânìmaticâl hâve not in fact becn sojudged sinply bec.ìuse

^. rhey ¿Lre non-standârd' ( ì 995 12). See also Milroy (1996).
"Foràfrllerdiscussionofthrsthcme,seeHâle(1994);Klemola(1997);andLabov'sdistinction

between'Group A, the "socral" group'and'Group B, the "âsocial" group' of linguìsts in Lâbov
(1912^:260ff.).
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then it is expected that they would be treated syntaÇtically as [+Qì and, lhere-
fore, be permitted to undergo I'-to-C' frontingjust like any other inteffogatìve
form, hence the grammaticality of (84). On the other hand, predicates such as

discover, establish, Jìnd out, see, and know (8b) are not intelpretable as reguests
for information and, therefore, must be marked morphosyntactically as I Q].
Thus, they should be ûeated by lrish-English speakers in the same way that
standard English speakers deal with both classes, namely, as embedded com-
plements, the heads of which are fìlled by lexically selecled COMPS blocking
the V'-I' complex from fronling to C" which predicts the ungrammaticâlity
of (8b). However, as the acceptabilily in kish-English of (8c) and (8d) above
suggest, these lexical resrictions are nullified when the [-Q] class appears as

a complement to a [*Q] matrix interrogative (8c) and they are also improved
when they are embedded under a [ANEG] ¡oot verb (8d) (McCloskey 1992b:
34; Conigan 1997 134).21

The divergence between standard English and Irish-English grammatical
norms are c¡ucial to McCloskey's refinement of Chomsky's (1986a: 6) 'Adjunc-
tion Prohibilion', which is argued to be a universal condition on the categories
to which adverbial phrases can be adjoined. To lhis end, McCloskey (1992:
38) claims thal these contrasts are not just specifìc lo Idsh-English, but are
common to English vernaculars more generally. It is also argued that the range
of variation between the acceplance and rejection of embedded inve¡sion with
know-type ptedicates is highly conshained cross-dialectally. He proposes, for
example, that acceptability among non-standard speakers vaÌies between those
who 'adamantly do not' accapt inveßion in the complement of this sùbset of
verbs to those who will tolerate it but only 'under the dght semartic and pmg-
malic conditions' (when interrogativehegative constuuctions are involved, for
instance, as in (8c/d) cf. McCloskey 1992: 38). However, while these proposals
presumably reflecL McCloskey's own introspective judgements as a speaker of
a particular northem variety of Irish-English,22 they can easily be coùntered
by empirical evidence from other verrlacula¡s from the same dialect region
shown in (9):

(9) a They used to bum a bit of paper to see was there a lelter Çoming
lCor¡igan (1997: 268) - South Armagh English]

b The police found out had the goods beer stolen
lHenry (1995: 107) - Belfast English]

?rAlthoughMcCloskey(1992)doesrotmâkethissuggestion,thepossibilityofV2withthe[-Q]
class of predicates in this v¿riety of l¡ish English may be criterial on the wH ând NEG-cri terion,
respectively of Rizzi (1991).

22 Thereaderìs not explicitly informed in the text, though this is not unusu al within this frâmewolk,
as Klemola (1997: 960) observes in connection wìth the dâtâ used by Lightfool and Hornstein
(1994)'.
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In boù cases, embedded inversion is g|ammatical even a1ìer ùe [-Q] subset of
verbs which do not permit adverbial adjunction to theil CP complements and
in the absence of the impoltanl coltextual fàctors. In other words, embedded
inversion occuÌs in (9a and b) despile the fact that the verbs in question a1l
belong to the ,fu?ow class, which, according to Mccloskey ( 1992: 38), cannot be
inverted ìn lhis way in posil¡ye, non-intsrrogative environments such as these.
This suggests that the lexical restrictions cited by Mccloskey (1992) may well
not be universally conshained in the manner that he contends them to be, and
that hish-English and standard English diverge fiom one another in interesring
ways that cannot be accounted for simply by recourse to lhe Adjunction Prohibi-
tion. Although the gr ammalicality judgements exempÌified in (8a-d) above may
be reliable for some speakers, the counter-examples in (9a and b) add further
weight to Labov's (1996) proposals that inluitions particularly al the gram-
matical level - rnay fail to be comlnensurate with observational dala, even in
lhose cases where variants âre mel€ly indicators l ather than mal kers or ster€o-
types (cf. Bard er al. 1996; Chambers and TrudgiLl 1980: 84 85; Labov 1975,
1994:78, 1996: l02; and Sobin 1987). Indeed, one might go so far as lo say
that lhe gener¿lisations emerging from syntactic accounts such as McCloskey
(1992) or Lightfoot and Hornstein (1994), which Klemola (1997) has been
critical of on similar grounds, are not consistently successfìrl in predicting the
pattems of variation which the tndings of sociolinguistic accounts of the same
communities have ¡evealed. By the same token, the outcomes of sociolinguistic
investigations, while occasionally disconfirming the results obtained in purely
syntactic accounts, are not used as effectiveÌy as they might be to examine, in
any pdncipled way, the extent to which their findings with rcspect lo intemal
constraints, for example, may have a universal dimension. Their outcomes are
too often expressed in language-specific terms and there is not enough atten-
tion paid to considerations ofhow dirlect or \ociolect 'x' ìs rcquired.2ì While
it is likely that a degree of the morphosyrtactic variability which sociolinguists
have found will remain immune to any such universal treatnent, il is probable
that certain palterns which they demonstrate to be either externally or internally
constrained rnay be predictable from paying closer attention 1o Çrosslinguistic
data and the evidence available to Ìanguage açqulers.

In this way, the P&P model which underpins McCloskey (1992) offers
a number of advantages to the treatment of convergence and divergence in
grammar compared to standard variationisl accounts such as those desc¡ibed in
section 2.1 , parlicularly when the framework is enhancecl by L¿rbov's caveat and

2r Ìy'hile we are not awa¡c ol Âny sociolingurstrc âccounts of syntactic variâbillty which tâkc this
approach, ìt has begun to e¡rer'ge i¡ rno.e recent socìophonological accounts such as lroulkes
¿¡ ¿1. (1999); aDd Docherry ¿1r1. (2000); a,ìd is irnplicir in Labov (1989).
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certain tenets of the latter. This is, principally, because variationist tueâtments
often neglect theimplications which theirfindings may have for culTent theones
of syntax - although they surpass generative teatments in the methodological
exactitude that they achieve regarding accountability to the data. Following
the P&P assumption that grammar is an integrated, genetically endowed, sys-
tem, it would not be uffeasonable to expect (micro-) variation in one structure
containing a CP projection, say, also to be reflected in the usage of similar con-
shuctions by a particular community ofspeakers. For instance, should evidence
come to light of a relict English dialect in which the compÌementiser position
in a finite clause can be doubly-filled, say, (a man who that lay dead),z4 one
might reasonably hypothesise that the same may be ftue ofits tenseless clauses,
on account of the universal properties attributed to complementisers widlin the
framework. Indeed, in more general terms, it is also likely that variation at one
level of the grammar will, necessarily, have implications for other areâs of the
highly complex mechanism which is the human language faculty (cf. Docherty
et al. 1.997:275; Hudson 1995: 1514; and Muysken 1995).

However, as Muysken (2000: 48-49) points out, for all its advântages, the
P&P approach has yet to fully explain the extent to which languages and,
indeed, dialects of the same language catr vary so considembly. Moreove¡, as

Corrigan ( 1997: 136) remarks, there is the additional problem that, although the
concept of parameter is a useful device fo¡ describing language-paÍicular prop^
erties and cross-linguistic differences, we would agree with Muysken (2000:
49) and Platzack (1996: 375) that the parameter concept itself is 'rather fuzzy,
and most attempts to find constructions in different languages coÍelated by
a particuÌar value of a single parameter can be severely doubted'. These dif-
ficulties were recognised early in the development of the model and can be
demonstuated by the fact that lrish, which we described earlier as [+p/o-drop],
lacks some of the well-known properties of such languages (McCloskey and
Hale 1984: 487-488). Indeed, McCloskey (p.c.) has suggested that where Irish
is concerned, parametric differences appear to be 'a mâtter of degree rather than
reflections of binary on/off settings'.

Further research, such as that outliûed in sections 3 3.5, in which the socio-
linguistic and biolinguistic paradigms are employed in a 'mutually supportiye'
manner is, therefore, critical to improving our undeßtanding of processes of

a This possibility was available, for exâmple, in otd English:

lll

Ure Drihten ârærde ânes ealdormannes dohtot s€o
Ow Lo RAISE PAST a aldeman's à¿uqhtea who
'Our Lord broùght to life an aldermân's daughter who lay dead'

óe læg deâd

lAäP, VI, 176 in van Kemenâde (1987:224)1. See also Seppånen (1999), who describes the
persistence of this doubÌy IìÌÌed COMP strategy in Middle and Early Modem English.
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convergence and divergence at the glammatical level (cf. Chomsky 1999: 34).25
This is particularly peÍinent in the light of Muysken's (1999b: 72 and 2000:
4l-43) suggestion that the opposition between I-language and E-language phe-
llomena is not, necessarily, wateltight. He argues, forexample, that the cognitive
abilities which shape the lJanguage determine the Çonshaints on tblms tbund
ln the Elanguage, and that it is the noms crerìted within Elanguage which
make the Ilanguage coherent. Investigations of this type shouÌd have greater
explalatory and predictive force with regald to their outcomes than featments
of identical phenomena within the vadationist paradigm, yet they rely on sim-
ilal methodologies (including the quantiflcation of distributions) which makes
them accountable to lhe dâta in a vadety ofways that is not hue of aonventional
biolinguistic treatments relying solely on the intlospective method. Indeed, as
\¡/e hope to dernonstrate in section 3, this interdisciplinary approach also indi-
cates the manner in which systematic observation oT variable data 'helps us to
fix on what the consfaints are that the svntactic derivations must resoect' lsells
et al. 1996a: 624).26

Parametric Convergence/Diyetgence and the Extra-linguistic
Factors (Real) Time and Geographical Space: A Case Study of
Limburg and its Environs

3.1 Introductioil qn(l research cluestion

Th¡s çase study of Limburg (the Netherìands) and the neighboudng dialects of
Rhineland (Germany) relates the procasses of syntactiÇ convergence and diyer-
gence lo the extralinguistic factors 'real time' (change between 1885 and 1994)
and 'geographical space' (cf. Cornips 1996a). Until 1815, the southem pafi of
Limburg and the area around it in Belgium and Germany formed a political unit
wilh relative linguistic honogeneity within the wider Dutch Gennan dialect

2s Rese¿Lrch wi th thß onentâtion rerurn s to the ârgu nenrs of La bov ( I 969, 1975); and Kroch ( l9 80)
which suggested that insiglìts from the vffiationisr pamdigrn we¡e valuâble ro the generâtive-
intrcspective progr¡rnme and would includer Crìmeron (1992)t Conips (1994, 1996a, 1997,
19984, 1998b); Cornrps ând Hulk (1996, 1999), Cofiigâ¡ (1993, 199ó, 1997, 1998. 2000, ând

- - 2003); Sells ¿1 ¿1. ( 1996â, 1996b); a¡d Wilson and Hemy ( 1998).
'o lo this wây, olll approâch is somewhâr remintscent of the Optimâhty Theoretic âccount of

negÂtive irversion in AAVE recenrly proposed in Sells ¿¡ ¿1. (1996a). Thei¡ moder raKes
'grÂmmar' to be a set of constÌâints which arc ¡a¡ìked and views an 'optimâl' derìv.î
tion therein to be one in which lowe¡- .rnd highc. rrnkng constra;nrs are equally sttisfied.
Variâtìon bctween diâlect grammars or, by extension, belween differenr srÂges oI the sâme
lânguage can be âccounted fo. by permitting 'rerankings' 10 occur. In other words, the
shength of cert n constraints can weùen rclative to others \4,hich were once lowe¡ rank-
ing so that drvcrgent optim.ìl outpùts can be ashieved (âcross tine and geographical space,
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continuum (cf. Hinskens 1996: 59-63). In 1839, Limburg was incorporated
inro the kingdom of the Netherlands. However, ùntil 1867 it was in the ambiva-
lent position of being a Dutch province and at the same time a member of the
German fedemtion. The linguistic consequence of the separatiorlof Limburg
in 1839 from Belgium and Germany was that the dialects which dispÌayed a
number of similarities at this juncture came und the influence of divergent
languages, namely standard Dutch (SD) and German (SG). It is assumed that
the creation of this new Dutch province has potentially signilìcant implications
for convergence/divergence phenomena at the grammatical level. In this chap-
ter, however, we will confine our discussion to the following issues: (i) whether
'horizontal' convergences and/or divergences are related to 'vertical' conver-
gences or divergences âcross a time-span of 100 years; (ii) if this research ques-
lion can be answered affirmatively, how exactly is this relationship expressed?;
(iii) whether intemal stuìrcllual factors interacting with extemal variables deter-
mine the p¡ocesses ofsyntactic convergence and divergence and to what exterlt
do they do so? (cf. Auer and Hinskens 1996).

In the case study exploring (i-iii) which lollows in sections 3.2-3.5, it is
argued that from a diachronic point of view a dialect and/or a standard language
x and y are converging if, in dre total (abstlact) varialion spaca allowed fbr by
the human language capacity, x and y are closer or more alike than in aprevious
stage ofboth systems x and y. Consequently, it is claimed that any two vadelies
ale converging with each other if lhey show a growing clustering of syntactic
properlies in the variation space. By lhe same token, if they are divergent then
no such clustedng will be attested. An important objective of the case study
is also to illustale exactly how the P&P f¡amework can be hamessed to
define variation space quite precisely (cf. Arends et al. 1995: l2).Il will be
suggested, for instance, that convergence/divergence at the grammatical level
can be reduced to lhe number of paramet settings which vârieties have in
çommon.

3.2 The syntactic var¡ant

As noted above, in this case study ofLimburg Dutch (LD), we will explore the
idea that variation space can, in fact, be defined by P&P

Two types of so-called 'middle' construction will be our focus, namely,
the adjunct middle and impersonal middle. The basic types are presented in
(10a and b) below.27 It is important to note that the presence of lhe reflexrve
marker ziclz is ungrammatiÇâl in standard Dutch. ln general, it is assumed that

2? The reâder should note thât orthogrâphic p¡actices in the examples djffer between informânts
and they are copied exactÌy âs the informânts gâve them in the original questio¡naire responses.
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rniddles have one essential property in common with passives, i.e. the logical
subject algument is syntactically absent or somehow suppressed, àlthough it
is semantically present (cf. Hoekstua and Robelts 1993; Keyser and Roeper
1984).

(10) a LD 't zit zich lekker
EXPL (subject) sit-3SG-PRREFLADV-comforrable
ít s¡{s comfortably
op dizze stool
P-in DEM-this N-chair
on this chaír

b LD Disse stool zit
DEM-this N-chair (grammatical subject) sit-3Sc-PR
this chair siß
zich lekker
REFL ADV-comfor¡able

comJòrtably
'One sits cornfortably in this chair'

In the impersonal middle in ( l0a), fbr instance, tl.ìe pronoun h¿l 'it' (str ong form)
or 'l 'it' (u/eak f-orm) is always a non-referential or quasi-argument. Further, the
impersonal middle rcquires both the locative PP op dizze s¡ool 'in this chair'
and the nranner adverl:l.al lekker 'comtbrtably'. The adjunct middle in ( 10b) is
the so-called 'per sonal' variant of the impersonal middle in ( l0a). The fbrmer,
however, differs from the latter in that: (i) the locative PP op cl¡zze stool 'rrl this
chair' is absent; and (ii) the locative PP complement rl¿s.r¿ stool in (lOb) has
acquired the staftrs of grammatical subject.

The two types of middle construct¡on in (loa and b) constitute a binlry
linguistic variable, that is, the reflexive is either present or absent signalling
the dialectal and the standard Dutch varíeties, respectively (cf. Haeseryn er al.
1997:52, )420¡' Hoeksha and Roberts 1993; Cornips 1994, 1997). Sinilar'ly,
'pÌain' and reflexive middles can also be distinguished cross linguistically, as
illustrated for English (E) and French (Fr) in (l la) and (11b) below:

(11)a E This shirt washes well
b Fr Cette chemise se lave facilement

this sl1¡ú REFL washes easily
'This shirt washes well'

However, the situation with respect to this type ofvadation in Heerlen, a bidia-
lectal community in southeastem Limburg, is that both plain and reflexive mtd-
dles occur' ât the levels of the individual and the community in both (regional)
standard Dutch and in the local dialect. In particular, a reflexive rdddle is
considercd to be a dialecl va¡iant in Heerlen by younger as opposed to older
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speakers (l :4,75, df : 1, p < .05) and also by speakers with alow as opposed
to a high leve1 of education and occupation lx2 = 4,75. df: l. p < .05; cf.
Comips 2000).28

In this case study we will describe the degree of syntactic convergence/
divergence with respect to the presence or absence of the reflexiye marker
among standard Dutch and standard German and related dialects as well as
between the dialects of Limburg and Rhineland. Furthermo¡e, we will assume
that lhe presence of the reflexive marker has been brought about by a chosen
value of a parameler setting.

J.J The databasc and resulrs

In this study, the data regarding middle constructions in the Limburg and
Rhineland dialects were collected by means of written questionnaires, namely,
the Willems questionnaire of 1885, the Meertens Instituut questionnaire of
1994, and the Amt fü¡ Rheinische Landeskunde (hencefofth, Rheinische) ques-
tionnaire of 1995. With certain triyial exceptions, the Meertens Instituut ques-
tionnaire is similar to that of the Rheinische and both are based on the ¡esults of
the earlier Willems questionnaire and, as such, can be considered repetitions of
it. A written qùestionnaire has the advantage of systematically gathering dialect
data in a large geographical area within a short time-span. Moreover, it is an
elicitation technique that enables the researcher to standardise both the collec-
tion and the analysis of the material. In this regard it should be noted that the
questionnaires upon which this analysis is based include a banslation task of
two altematives (Willems questionnaire) and an acceptability judgement task
reminiscent of the successful experimental methods desc¡ibed in Labov (1975)
and Halris (1983) (Meertens and Rheinische questionnaires). Hence, rather than
eliciting direct intuitions by the formula: 'canL/do you say X?' or 'do youjudge
X a grammatical/good sentence?', informants were asked the mo¡e indirect:
'do you ever encoult this variant in the local dialect?' and 'which variant
do you consider to be the most common in your local dialect?' Accordiltg to
Rickford (1987: 159), such elicited 'intuitions' are in a way similar to those
which formal linguists use, but differ from them considerably in at least three
respects: (i) they are elicited from a sample of a community members rather
than being derived from the linguist's own introspection; (ii) they are combined
with and calibrated againstthe evidence of sociolinguistic interviews and obser-
vations in the communities (cf. Cornips 1994); (iii) heterogeneity is assumed
by providing several alternatives, and they are designed to reveal competencein
bidialectal, heterogeneous varieties rather than in a single, homogeneous
28 However, a distribution of the usâge of â reffexive mial¿lle ìn these dimensions ca¡not be given

srnce onÌy one token of an impersonal middie, e.g. a ¡eflexive one, shows up in 33,5 recorded
hours of spontaneous speech (cf. Comips 1994).
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variety. Moreover, the open ended-natwe of syntax, illustrated in section 2.1
above, is highly relevanl lo mídd1e constructions as they are extremely râre in
recordings of spontaneous speech (see note 29), In view of this, once various
task-effects (as described above in section 2.1) are considered in any resultant
analysis, the melhod is an extrcmely useful one as demonstraled in Cornips
(1996b) for the Willems and Meerlens questionnaires described below. In this
regard, Rickford (198'7: 172) concludes that 'while elicitated intuitions are
valuable, and increased use ofthem seems vital to t'urther progress in the field,
theù exploitation is not without dilfìculty. However, the diff,culties which they
pose - including the problems of vernacular shift and reliability do not jus-
tify oul ignoring or neglecling lhem. . . . more suryey sociolinguists should
become involved in ongoing efforts to understand intuitive judgements better
and use theur mo¡e fruitfully.' Consequently, analysis of the data provided by
these questionnaires makes it possible to conduct a real-time investigatíon of
syntaclic change in the LD and Rhineland dialects between the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries.

3.3.1 The 1885 Willems questionnaire In 1885, the Willems ques-
lionnaire was distributed throughout the Dutch-speaking regions of Belgium
and in the soulhem part of the Nelherlands, including the province of Limburg
and the Riineland area (ths total nùmbe¡ of localities/villages is 121). In this
questionnaire, local dialect respondents were oftercd a choice of three adjuncl
middles placed in exactly the same ord as in (12a-c) and were asked to
'trarlslate' the SD consfuctions into their local vernacular. ln this regard, the
grammatical subject in ûe adjunct middles below (based on the verbs.rlcpeø
'to sleep' and zingen 'to sing' in (l2a) and (12c), respectively) denotes a loca-
tion whereas the grammâtical subject (based on the verb Jc¡r¡jyen'to wflLe' in
(l2b)) denotes an instrument. The construction in (12b) can be defined as an
instrumental construction since the conesponding regular trunsitive contains
an instrumental PP headedby mer 'witb'-. Ik schrijf nct d.eze inkt 'I write with
this ink'.

(12)a SD Dit bed
th¡s be¿

slaapt goed
sleeps well

'This bed is comfortable'
b SD Die inkt schrijft goed

this ink writes well
'This ink writes well'
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Table 4.2 Resuhs for the 1885 Willems questionnaire dggregatud for lhe ent¡re
research Lrea

/,?pr.{¡: 'Plain' Adjunct Middle (l3a) ¡rpu¡: 'Plain' Instrumenta I ( I 3b)

r:121 qa Response type: n: l2l lo

. plarn âdjunct middle
dit be(l slaapt gaed

. reflexìve âdjunct mrddle
¿it becl slaap¡ zich goed

. plai¡ impersonal middle
in àú bed sldapt het goe¿

. reflexive impersonâl middle
i diî bed sl¿apl het zich goëà

. coffesponding'âctive'
men slÃapt soed in ¿it bed

. other type ofconstruction

. 'not â comll]on consÍuction'

totâl

. plain jnstrumentâl
llie inkt schrijh so¿d

. relìexive lnstrumentâl
die ìnkt schtijft zich goed

. plâin impersonal instrumentâl
mel die inkt schtijfi het goerl

. reflexive impe¡sonal instrùnental
met die itlkt schrilrt h¿¡ zich goe¿

. correspondìng'active'
metl sctu¡jÍ goed net di¿ itlkt

. olher type ofconstÌuclion

. 'not a common constfLtction'

totâl

23 19

ll 9

82

2

2

2
3

9

100

2

0

t4

26

l
t4
15

100

t'7

3t

4
17
l8

121

0

3

2
4

121

c SD Die zaal zingt licht

Moreover, Willems also offered the hansitive counterparts of (12a) and (12c)
as alternaLives, namely,ln dat bed slaapt men goed'in this bed sleeps one well'
and In dien zaal zingt men gemakkelijk'in this hall sings one easily' (see also
table 4.2).

Table 4.2 rreveals the results regarding the constructions in (12a) (left-hand
column) and (12b) (righrhand column) for the 1885 Willems queslionnaire
from a quantitative pe6pective.

The quantitative results of this Willems questionnairereveal a very interesting
grammatical and geographical distribution of middles in LD and the neighbour-
ing dialects of Germany in the Rhineland area (RD) (cf. Cornips 1996a). First
of all, the adiunct middles in which the gramrnatical subject denotes a location,
as in (12a and c), for instanca, is not found in either Limburg o¡ in the Rhineland
arca. The 23 instances of this plain adjunct middle in table 4.2 are all recorded
in the surounding dialects of Belgium.

Secondly, adjunct middles with ¡he reflexive zich (ll tokens in table 4.2) are
found exclusively to lhe north of Limburg and Rhineland area, as illustrated
in (13):2e

2e The reader should note agâin that orthographic practices ìû the examples (l3a) dúe zâl 
^nd 

(l4rL)
di¿ ¿dol 'this hâlt' dilfèrbetween informanh, and they are copìed exâctly as the informants gare
them in the originâl questionnaire responses.

thís room/hall sings easily
'This hall has good acoustics Uit. 'sings easily'l'
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(13) a LD north Dae zâl zinkt zich gôd
this hall sings REFL easily

b RD Der saal sengt sich legt
this hall s¡ngs REFL easíly
'This hall has good acoustics'

Thirdly, the reflexive impersonal middle (17 tokens in table 4.2) is also extant
across the entire dialect regions ofboth Limburg and the Rhìneland area, though
it is important to note that this type of middle (illustrated below) was not present
in the questionnaire.

Convergence ând divergence iû g¡ammar

Southofl-imbulg Northoflimburg Rhineland

impe¡soûal middle + zich ,l
adjunctmiddle + zich
instrumental middle + zich

Fig. 4.1 Distribution of the inshuûental, adjunct, ând impersoûal middles in
1885.

adjunct middle with/wilhout the reflexive and dte instrumental constuuction
with-iwithout the refl exive.

The findings regarding Willems 1885 canbe captured as follows. As far as the
ildependent variable area is concerned, flgure 4.1 reveals a pattem in which the
reflexive instrumental consûuction implies the existenca ofthereflexive adjuncl
middle, whereas this latter implies the existence of the reflexive impersonal
niddle.In addition, since an impersonal reflexive middle consfuctionis attested
in the south of Limburg there is an implication that it will also be presert
in the noÍh. By conhast, the presence of the adjunct middle in the north of
Limburg does not imply its existence in the south. Hence, it is assumed that the
syntactic variallts, i.e. the constluctions with and without the reflexive, as in table
4.2 and frgure 4.1 are brought about by different values of a single Parameter
(cf. sections 2.2 and 3.4.1).

3.3.2 The 1994/1995 clatabas¿s In the later Meeftens and Rieinis-
che questionnaires, an adjunct rniddle, an impersonal middle, and the instru-
mental construction were a1l offered, as presented in (15) and (16), respectively.
Importantly, both queslionnaires always administered two variants per tyPe of
construction, namely, a variant with and one without the ¡eflexive (i.e. a total
of six variants). It is important to note that heterogeneity is assumed by the
provision of several allernalive choices to infomants in the Willems and in the
Meeftens and Rheinische queslionnarres:

Meertens questionnai¡e in 1994:

(i6)a Deze stoel zit [t zich] gemakkelijk
this chair síts comfonably

b Het zit [* zich] gemakkelijk op deze

1i9

./

(14) a LD

bRD

(15)a RD

bLD

Crucially, despite the fact that the lvillems questionnaire offered only adjunct
middles in which the grammatical subject denotes a location without areflexrve,
an analysis of its response type indicates that this constuction (i) is not extant,
or (ii) it occurs with a reflexive, or (iii) it is construed as an lmpersonal middle
with a reflexive. These consistent substitùtions of the plain adjunct middle
presented in the questionnaire provide strong evidence that this construction is
not attested fbr the local dialects of the respondents in the Dutch Limburg and
Rhineland areas {Carden 197ô: l0l.¡.

On the other hand, the adjunct rniddle in which the grammatical subject
denotes an instlument (henceforth, instrumental construction), as in (12b),
is found with a ¡eflexive in the Rhineland area (two instances are illushated
in table 4.2) but not a single instance of this type, i.e. with a reflexive, is
¡eco¡ded for the entire province of Limburg. Instead, the instrumental con-
struction occurs as a plain consfuction (99 tokens in table 4.2) thoughout
Limburs:

ln die zaol ziîk et zech gemekelek
¡n th¡s hall síngs it REFL easily
En däne sal sengt et sich god
in thís hall sings ít REFL easily
'This hall has good acoustics'

Di TinteÆnk schriv sisch
this ink wri¡es REFL
Dieên aenkt schrif Ø
this ink writes
'This ink w¡ites well'

Jot
well
gou¡
well

one stts comfortably in this
sloel
chair

These distributional differences are highly suggestive ofthe possibility that the
instrumental construction and the adjunct middle are distinctive and, therefore,
ought to be analysed separately, and we wilÌ retum to this disparity below.
Note that lable 4.2 above reiterates the differences which occur between the

'One sils comfortably in this chair'
c Die inkt schdjft [a zich] goed

¡h¡s ink writes well
'This ink writes well'
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'fable 4.3 Results for the entíre prov¡nce of Limburg froru the
M e e rt ens Que s îionnaire

/,prt: A : reflexive âdjunct middle in (17a);
B : ¡eflexive impersonal niddle in (l7b);
c : reflexive insrfumentâl in (17c).
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South of
Limburg
1885

refleiive impersonal '',1

reJletive adjunct
refl¿riye ínstumental

Enti¡e province , Stânda¡d
of Limbùg Dutch
1994 1994

No¡th of
Limbu¡g
1885

¡t sits comfortably
'One sits comfortably in this chair'

c Diese Tinte schreibt [f sich]
this ink wr¡îes
'This ink writes well'

For each variant in (16) and (17), the dialect respondents we¡e asked to answer
the following two questions; (i) 'do you ever "encounter" the variant in your
local dialect?'; and (ii) 'which variant do you consider to be most common
in your local dialect?' Their responses a¡e discussed below and we will pay
particular attention to the grammatical and geographical distribution of the
findings for both the Meertens and Rheinische questionnai¡es. Table 4.3 displays
the quantitative results for responses to the constuuctions in (16) drawn from
the Meertens questionnaire.3o

The quantified results ofthe Meertens questionnaire in 1994 reveal interesting
syntactic changes through time and space. Specifically, (i) the reflexive adjunct
middle in ( l6a) has become fully grammatical in the southern Limburg dialects;
and (ii) the instrumental construction with zích as in (16c) has emerged and it
too has spread tbroughout the province of Limburg as exemplifred in (18a) and
(18b), respectively:

30 As noted above, the Meefens qùestlonnaire was administered throughout the Netherlanos and
in the Dutch speâking Ì€gions ofBelgium. Howeve¡, the dara presented here ùe the responses
for the Dutch Drovince of Limbure onlv.

Fig. 4.2 Coûverging dialects in Limburg 1885-1994.

(18)a LD south Dèzze stool zit zich lekker (goöd)
thís chair sits P.EFL comfortably
'This chair is comfortable'

b LD sth./nth. Dieze ink sjrief zich plezeerig
th¡s ink writes REFL well
'This ink writes well'

This suggests that there has been aconvergence ofdialects in this region between
1885 and 1994. The findings with respect to the Meertens questionnaire 1994
can be described as follows. Regarding the independent variables 'area' and
'time', figure 4.2 demonshates a distribution in which the reflexive instuumental
construction implies the existence of the reflexive adjunct middle, whereas the
latter implies the existence of the ¡eflexive impersonal middle (a pattern which
is not dissimilar to that shown in fìgure 4.1 above).

Moreover, figure 4.2reveals that speakers in twentieth-century Limburg have
more types ofreflexive middle in their linguistic reperloire than was the case for
speakers in the previous centÌrry. In our terms, this suggests that there has been
a change oyer time in the extent to which syntactic properties associâted with
reflexives cluster in the variation space. the range being greater in 1994 than it
was in 1885. It is assumed that these cluslering properlies, i.e. the presence of
a vadety of reflexives, are brought about by jùst one parameter setting, as we
will see in section 3.4. Hence, in the later twe[tieth ceütury, southern Limburg
dialects have â pammetel setting which is closer to that of norlhern Limburg
varieties of the previous century. Consequently, i¿ would seem reasonable lo
sùggest that convergence has taken place in LD as a whole (cf. Hinskens i996).
lnterestingly, figure 4.2 also reveals that this phenomenon does not, necessar-
ily, amount to convergence towa¡ds the standard variety since there is robust
evidence here for divergence as the reflexive variants remain entirely ungram-
matical in standard Dutch and the Limburg dialects have not ext pated their
reflexive middles.

The ¡esults of our analyses of the Rheinische questionnaire in table 4.4 and
tgure 4.3 below, indicate a language change in the opposite direction: le.
the reflexive adjunct and reflexive instlumental middle have (almost) disap-
peared.In this case, dre Rhineland dialects appear to have converged towards the

Response Tfpe: A
N: t9
N

common construction 15
'not a common construction' 4

B
N:18

7¿N
79 t8
21 0

C
N:24

VaN
100 18

06
Vo
'75

25

Rheinische questionnaire in 1995:

(17) a

b

Dieser Stuhl sitzt [{ sich]
this chaír sits
Es sitzt [+ sich] henlich

herrlich
comfortably
auf diesem Stuhl
¡n this chair

gut
well
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2

t'7

Rhineland R¡ineland Stardardcerman
1885 t994 t994

refexive impersonol J J J
referive adjunct J -
refacive instrumental J -

Fig. 4.3 Coûverging Rhineland dialects and the Standard language, 1885 and
1994.

standard language. Hence, only lhe reflexive impersonal middle is fully gram-
matical in most varieties of RD and in SG (cf. Fagan 1992).

It should be emphasised that the results of both rypes of questionnaires,
the Willems questionnaire and the Meertens and Rheinische questionnaires,
are comparable. Although the Willems questionnaire included a translation
lask dlere is hardly any reason to assume that a repetition-effect is involved
since (i) several alteÍìatives were offered; and (ii) no repetition of the'plain'
middle was found in either Limburg or the Rhineland alea. Secondly, lhe recent
questionnaires were designed to reveal competence in heterogeneous varieties
since every local dialect speaker nowadays is huly bidialectal. Hence, he/she
will also speak the standard language, though this was not, necessarily, the case
with regard to the local dialect speakers inleryiewed at the time of the Willems
questionnaire. In sum, the impact ofconvergence in Limburg has, clearly,led to
an increase in the structual distance ftom the standard language since 1885. By
contrast, the use ofreflexives by speakers of the Rhineland dialects in 1994/1995
indicates convergence towards the pattem associatedwilh the standard laûguâge
and divergence from the Limburg dialects.

3.4 Towaruls an anølysis

In the previous seclion, we observed the degree ofsyntactic convergence/diver-
gence among standard lalguages and ¡elated dialects as well as bet\¡/een the

1np¿rf A : refiexive adju¡ct middle in (18â);
B : reflexive impersonâl middle in (18b);
C = rellexive instrumentåli¡ (l8c).

Revonse tJpe: A B
N:19 N=19
N 7oN

cofì'mon constnrction 2 ll 16
'not a common constxctior' 17 89 3
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dialects of Limburg and ¡he Rhineland. The presence or absence of the reflenve
in the tkee types ofconstructio[ may be considered to have been broùght about
by a chosen value of a pa.Iameter setting. Let us frrst discuss which parameter
may be assumed to play a role in middle constructions with and without a
¡eflexive.

3.4.1 Parameter settings manifusted in mid¿le construcrions Clea¡-
ly, not every verb with its intenal argument is able to undergo middle fotmation,
as shown in the argument middle constructions in (19):

(19) a This shirt washes easily
b +This book sees easily

This well-known conshaint orl middle formation is the so-called Affectedness
constraint. The common assumption about middle fomation is that it is only
acceptable ifthe promoted argument (the logical object) is 'affected' (cf. Jaeggl i
1986; Tenny 1987, Hoekstra and Roberts 1993; Fagan 1992, Cornips and Hulk
1999). In that case the 'affected' object is preposable, as in (194). Apparently,
the syntactic properly of preposability versus non-preposability of the object
appears to coüelate with an independent semantic dislinction. Although the
notion 'affected' object is, to a cefiain extent, intuitively clear, the precise way
to implement this idea has often been left rather vague. In Comips and Hulk
(1999; and Hulk and Cornips 2000), it is argued that the notion affected object
or Affectedness is an essential element in the larger question about aspectual
properlies of verbs and prcdicates, namely, affectedness is not solely linked to
the verb but is crucially linked to the aspectual properties of the predicate as a
whole, that is to say, it is related to the event struch¡re of the entire sentence.
To illustrate this, consider the following contrast in standard Dutch:

(20) a SD *Dit poÍret schildert prettig
this poftrait paints easily

b SD Dit plaford schildert prettig
this ceiling paints easily

The ungrammatical niddle in (20a) differs from the grammatical one in (20b)
in that the verb rcri lderen 'paint' in the latter combines wiù a different kind of
object, namely plafond 'ceiTing' iîsfead oT porter 'portmit' . Apparently, this
minimal contrast iûdicates that only the object in (20b) is an affected object
by which middle formation is allowed. This minimal contrast in (20) presents
a deeper understanding of the interaction between the aspectual properties of
the predicate and the affected object. Interestingly, the corresponding regular
transitives of the middles in (20) differ aspectually: the fotmer depicts the event
only as telic (bounded, accomplishment), whereas the latter allows bothan atelic
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'lable 4.4 Results for the 1995 Rheinische questionnaire
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and lelic eyent reading since it combines with temporal adverbials expressrng
duration and with temporal adverbials expressing a specific point in time:
(21) a SD Ik schilder dit portret in een uur/t een uur lang

I paint this porhait in an hour/+for an hour long
b SD lk schilder dit plafond in een uur/een uur lang

I paint this ceiling in an hour/for an hour long
From the conllast in (21), Cornips and Hulk (1999) assume thar (i) middle
formation is connected with the whole predicate or the event structure of the
entire sentence; and (ii) only predicates which depictthe event as atelic andtelic
may undergo middle fo¡mation. Hence, the Affectedness constraint is redefined
as an (inner)aspectual property of the predicate. This aspectual properly holds
for both plain and reflexive languages. Now consider the striking coltrasts in
acceptability between the standard Dutch plain and the Heerlen Dutch reflex-
ive middles in (22) and (23), respectively. These contrasts reveal that all the
ûaositive verbs selecting unaffected objects in the corresponding regular active
constructions can undergo middle formation if the middle combines with the
reflexiye zich'.
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(26) a HD Dit park rent zich gemakkel¡k
this park runs REFL easilY

b HD Deze schoenen rennen zich gemakkelijk
these shoes walk REFL easiÌY

125

Just as we have seen in the case of argumenl middles vvith tuansitive verbs,
(22) to (24),the ptesence of zich allows ve¡bs with unaffected complements to
undergo middle formation. The only difference between the grammatical and
the ungrammatical examples is the presence and absence of the reflexive marker
Consequently, only the predicates with zlclr as in (23) but not in (22) have the
required property to undergo middle formation.ll This required properly rs atr
aspectual one: the reflexive marker does not trigger an event type shift, but it
offers a different perspecúve on the event, in particular, zl¿l¿ imParts a sense of
achieving an inherent end-point ofthe event (as will become more cÌearbelow)
(cf. Cornips and Hulk 1999; Hulk and Comips 2000). In brief, the asPectual
relation between the verb and its (internal) arguments is exactly whal is at stake
in the Affectedness constraint.

Impofian y, it is argued independently by a number of authors that the
¡eflexive marker also plays an aspectual role in other types of constructions
(cf. Labelle 1992 for French; and Almagro 1993; Nishida 1994:' and Zagota
1994 for Spanish). Compare the following unaccusative constructions with and
without a reflexive. The reflexive unaccusaliYe construction in Heerlen Dutch
gives dse to an ungrammatical result if it is combined with an adverbial phrâse
expressing duration, whereas it is fully grammatical ifit is linkedto an adve¡bial
phrase expressing a specific point in time, as can be seen in (27a) and (27b),
resDectivelv:

HD *dat het ei zich 3 minuten lang gekookt heeft
that the egg REFL for 3 minutes boiled has

HD dat hetei zich in 3 miruten tijd gekookt heeft
that the egg REFL in3 minutes'time boiled has

Contxary to what is the case in lhe example in (27b), the unaccusahve con-
sh'ì.rctions without a reflexive in both standard Dutch and Heerlen Dutch can

3l Notice that it is important to keep âpârt the two fâctors involved in the aspectual 'make-up'
of middte constructions. The first ìs the Affectedness constraint that is a condition which tells
us which verbâl predicates cân undergo middle formàtìon; 1t doesn't tell us anything about the
outcome of such â formation. The notion Affectedness has to do \tith what bas been called
Aktionsâf: it expresses (inherent) aspectual properties of a verb. Zc¡ has a ¡ole to play witÏ
respect to this type of äspecluâl impact of the Atfectedness constrâint The second aspeclual
fâctor invoÌved in middles is the event type of the entire cons truction afte¡ middle formâtionhas
t¿ken place. As js well known, in most languàges middles denote states. The operâtion ()1ñiddle
formation somehow iìbsÍâcts over the kind of event denoted by the verb in its active voice and
tums it into â stâte. Zic¡ has no role to plây iIì thls operation.

(22) a

b

(23) a

b

SD *Frans leen gemakkelijk
F¡ench learns easily

SD +Frans verwedr gemaklelijk
French acquires easily

HD Frans leert zich gemakkelijk
rrencn tearns Kt t-L eâ\lly

HD Frans verwerft zich gemakkelijk
French acquires REFL easily

This is also the case crosslinguistically:
(24) a Eîg +That tells easily

b Fr Ça se mconte facilement

Although not explicitly discussedin the literatwe, theAffectedness constraint
also holds for adjunct middles as shown by the following examples:

(25) a SD x?Dit park rent gemakkel¡k
b SD Deze schoenen rennen gemakkelijk

This/these parVshoes run(s) easily

Intuitively, it is clear that the locational complement of the verb rennen \Íu¡ )
in (25a) is rot affected by the action expressed by the verb, whereas the loca-
tional complement schoenen (shoes¡ is affected by the action of the same ve¡b
(cf. Comips and Hulk 2002). Consider now the corresponding Heerlen Dutch
middles with zícà:

(27) a

b
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easily be const¡ued with temporal adverbials expressing duration and also with
temporaÌ adverbials expressing a speciûc point in time:

(28) HD/SD dat het ei 3 minuten lang/ in 3 minuten gekookt heefr
that the egg for 3 minutes/ in 3 minutes boiled has

The aspectual diffe¡ences between the two constructions with and without a
reflexive in (27) and Á (28) are very subtle, depending on the way in which
the speaker wants to present the situation. According to Labelle (1992) and
Cornips and Hulk (1999), when the unaccusative conshuction occuß without a
reflexive, the (aspectual) focus is on the process of transformation of the entity
in subject position, whe¡eas when the ¡eflexive is present, the (aspectual) focus
is on the end-point or the final state of that entity, So, the occurrence versus
absence of zlcå has an influence on the event stlucture of the whole sentence in
representing a certain viewpoint on a (telic) event. The presence of zích does
not aÌter the Aktionsart of the verb nor does it modify (sub) parts of events that
are characterised by the verb. Rather, it atbibutes to the state introduced by the
event sûucture ofthe (unaccusative) verb itself. lt is for ¡his reason, that zi¿.,t? is
considered to be an aspectual marker which supplies more information about the
existing aspectual stmcture. Just as in the case ofmiddles, the reflexive ma¡ker
has both a syntactic role - triggering a movement analysis, i.e. preposing of the
object - and an aspectual one, triggering a different perspective on the event
focusing the final state.

Consider now the following altemating hansitive predicates denoting corF
sumption in Heerlen Dutch. The reflexive dative ,consumptive, constlucnon
in Heerlen Dutch is, in analogy with the reflexive unaccusative consbuctron,
ill formed if it is combined with an adverbial phrase expressing duration (cf.
(29a)), whereas the construction is fully grammatical ifit is linked to an adver_
bial phrase indicating an end-point of the action expressed by rhe predicate
(c1. (29b)). Note that the alternating conshuctions without zich are agait fitlly
accaptable with both types of adverbial phrase:

(29)a HD

bHD
c HD/SD
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the fact thal the totality of an object is involved in the situation or that the event
is completed.

From the above, it is proposed that the functional category Aspect - that
may be presented sttucturally as IIP [I' [AspP [Asp LVP]llll - (cf. Comips and
Hulk 1999; and Hulk and Cornips 2000) functions as a parameter in which the
presence of the reflexive is thought to be brought about by the different settings
of the parameter (cf. Cornips 1994, 1998a).32 The syntactic variation can be
accounted for by assuming that in Heerlen Dutch the setting l+perfective] is the
marked value for the parameter AspP whe¡eas in standard Dutch the AspP pro-
jection has a default value. In this way, aspectual differences between standard
languages/dialects and cross-linguistically can be viewed in parameûic terrns.
It is very important to üote that while this single abstract gmmmatical differ-
ence, i.e. the chosen value ofthe Aspect parameter, is not visible immediately,
it is manìfested in a number of very different constructions such as argument
middles (see (22), (23), (24)), adjunct middl es ((25), (26)), unaccusatiYe con-
structions ((27), (28)), and 'consumptive' constructions in (29). The holistic
view of syntactic variability taken by the P&P model (and also illùshated by
McCloskey (1992) in section 2) reflects more clearly the fact that graÍìmars
are, in fact, highly integrated systems. Henca, the advantage ofthe P&P model
over a vadationist account ofthis phenomenon is that it is possible to show that
seemingly unrelated constructions can belong to the same parametel and that
they can be related with respect to stnrctural and social variation which cannot
be done by means of the linguistic variable alone (cf. Comips 1994, 1998a).
For this reason, Muysken (1995: 2) argues that the linguistic variable approach
forces a perspective on (syntactic) variation in which it always implies isolated,
loose elements. Hence, in the Labovian framework, the data revealing option-
ality withil a grammar such as that illustrated above involve three distinct and
discrete linguistic variables, namely (i) the middle vadants with and without
the reflexivel (ii) the unaccusative variants with and without the reflexive; and
(iii) the 'consumptive' variants with and withoul the reflexive.

3.4.2 The notion 'Lrgument sttacture' as a ptinciple of syntqct¡c
otgunisarion In the present section we hope to demonstrate how this paramet-
ric approach accounts for: (i) why variation is possible and why itis constrained
with respect to the presence or absence of the ¡eflexive zlcå in the three types
of consfuction, namely adjunct, impersonal, and middle; and (ii) why there
is an implicational relationship (from both a chronological and geographical
perspective) betweenthe impersonal middle, the adjunct middle, and the inst¡u-
mental construction wifh zich, revealing why these constructions may or may

32 It is reÌevant to note thât within Generative Grâûmar there is not a fully elaborated theory of
Aspect.

xZij eet nch
she eats. REFL
Zil eet zich
she eats REFL
Z1j eet

she eats

5 minuten lang
for 5 minutes
in 5 minuten
in 5 minutes' time
5 rninuten lang/
binnen 5 minuten

for 5 minutes/in 5
minutes' time

een bolerham
a sandwich
een boterham.
a sandwich
een boterham

a sandwich

According to Almagro (1993; 13ó) and N ishida (1994: 442), the presence of the
reflexive marker ¡efers to the delimitation of the event or, rather, it highÌights
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not cluster together in the variation space (cf. Comips 1996a; lìgures 4.1 and
4.3). To this end, we will address these issues by considering the he¡metic
nature of grammar in terms of the notiol 'argument structure' as a principle of
syntacúc organisation.

Consider again the impersonal and adjunct middles in (10) repeated herc for
convenience as (30):

(30) a LD 't zit zich lekke¡ op dizze stool
it sits REFL comfortably ¡n th¡s chq¡r

b LD Disse stool zit zich lekker
th¡s choír s¡ts REFL comfortably
'This chair is comfortable'

We will first assume thal: (i) the occunence of the reflexive zicÈ in rniddles
manifests lhe absor?tion of the logical subject argument (cf. section 3.2, where
absorption shouldbetaken tobe neutral regaÌding the various theotetical instan-
tiations of this phenomenon); and that (ii) the adjunct rniddle, as in (30b), is
derived from an underÌying locative PP, (PP¿,") such as op dtzze stool'iîthis
chair', by means of incor?oration ofthe P¡o.op'in' into the verb zil 'to sit', as
illustrated in (20) (cf. Ackema and Schoorlemmer 1994: 174 and 1995):
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the relative pronoun waar'wlnere'has been extacted from the PP (so-called
R-extraction, cf. Van Riemsdijk 1978). R-extraction is considered a diagnostic
for the adjuncl or argument status oflocative PPs. According to a bafier theory
such as outlined in Chomsky (1986a), the Pr," should constitute a barrier for
movement, and hence for R-extraction, if it is an adjunct Since R-extraction is
blocked in (32a), whereas it is fully grammatical in (32b), we know that fie PP
¡n het restauront ir (32a) is an adjunct whereas thePP in de zaal h (32b) ts an

argument.33 Consequently, deriving an adjunct middle is blocked in the middle
counterpart of (32a), i.e. (33a), whereas it is permitted in the middle counterpad
of (32b), i.e. (33b). From this dishibutional evidence, it seems reasonable to
conclude that extraction of the prepositional head of the PPb" ¡n 'iÍ' ot the
proÇess of incoryoration should also be permitted in these contexis:

(32) a SD *het restaurant waar, het Prettig lpPinti] eet
the restaurant where it n¡celi in eats
'The restautant where it eats in nicely'

waar¡ het prettig lpp in t¡]
where il nicely in

zngf
stngs

(31)

This process of inco¡poration accounts for the facts that: (i) the prepositron rn
the impersonal middle really 'disappears' in the adjunct midclle; and (ii) the
DP grammatical subjeçl d¡zze stool 'this chair' is still interpreted as a location
as a result of function composition by which the verb expresses the combined
semantics of the verb ar.d the PP¡o" (cf. Ackema and Schoo¡lemmer 1994 fo¡
a more detailed analysis of this process of incorporation). Since zlcl¿ manifests
the absorption ofthe logical subject argument, it is proposed that in the Limburg
and Rhineland dialects incor?oration takes place at the lexical level and, as a
result, the DP dizze stool'this chair' that was embedded in the PP becomes
the grammatical subject by means of movement in syntax (cfl Comips 1996a;
Cornips and Hulk 1999). Herce, the analysis of the reflexive adjunct middles
involves two operations, nameþ: (i) incorporation of the PP7n" into the verb;
and (ii) moving of the embedded DP in PP¡.,. to the subject position.

The notion 'argument structure' imposes constraints on the degree of vcria-
tion possible in the usage of adjunct middles since not every Pt¿. may incorpo-
rate into the verb. Consider, for instance, the following relative clauses in which

'The hall which has good acoustics'

(33) a SD *Dil restaurant eet pretlig
this restaurant eaÍs n¡celY
'This sun sings nicely'

zrngt prethg
s¡ngs n¡cety

LD
incorporation at the level
of lexicon:>
movement in syntax:>

zich lekker zit fop dizze stooll

zichlekker lzit ¡ opl dizze stool
dizze stooli zich lekker zit t,
'One sits comfotably in this chair'

b SD de zaal
the hall

b SD Deze zaal
this hall
'This hall has good acoustics'

From the above, it is clear that the formation of the adjunct rniddle requires
one operation more than the fomation of lhe impersonal middle, namqly, the
process of incorporalion of the preposition which can only take place if the
PP is an argument. This may explain: (i) the chronological and geographi-
cal implicational relationship betweel both types of middle const¡uction; and

33 Another dragnostic is liom Hor¡stein arìd W'einberg (cited in Ackema and Schoorlemmer 1994:
85). This testålso involves P-stranding, which again âllows o¡e to distìnguish between argument
ând â¿ljunct locåtives (see the grâmmÀticality contrast belween (ib) and (ic)).

(r) a I slept in my bed in New York
b Which bed dìd you sleep in (in New York)?
c ?+Which city did you sleep (in your bed) in?

As the contrâstbetween (ic) ând (iia) shows, itdepends on the verb whetheror not a particular
locative PP is ¿n arsìrment:

(ii) ¿
b

I lived in New York
Which city did you live in?
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(ii) the existence of the impelsonal middle in all dialects/standard languages
and in both time periods.3a

The question remains how, exactly, is the instrumental const¡uction linked
to the adjunct middle? Let us consider the instrumental constluction in more
detail:

(34) SD Deze inkt schrijft goed
this ink writes well
'This ink writes well'

It is convincingly argued by Hoeksta and Roberls (1993) that ir SD, the veù
schriiven'fo wnLe' it (34) rakes deze ink 'this ink' as a logical subject argu-
ment or as an extemal argument. Their analysis of the instrumental construction
differs from that presented above in that the former does not invoke incorpora-
tion and âssumes that the grammatical subject is an extemal argument maPped

directly onto the subject position. If the grammatical subject in the instrumental
constluclion is, indeed, an extemal argument, we would expect it to have other
propefties charactetistic of adjunct middles as well. For instance, we would
anticipate thal a grammalical outcome would result were one to combine it (i)
with a different kind of adverb that is ungrammatical in a niddle construction
(such as ¿/i¿'thickly' in (35a)); or (ii) with an object such as d¿ lettet 'O' 'the
letter "O"' in (35b). The grammaúcality contxasts between (35) and (36) heÌow
bear this out:

(35) a SD Deze inkt schrÜft dik
thís ink writes thic'kL,
'This ink writes thicklY'

b SD Deze inkt schrijft de letter
this ink wrítes the letter
'This ink writes the letler "O" well'

(36) a SD +Deze zaal zingt dik
this hall sings thtcklY
'This hall has good acoustics'

b SD +Deze zaal zitgt dit lied goed
this hall sings thís song well

Moreover, we would expecl the instrumental constuction to be g¡ammatical
in languages such as English and standard German, although these varieties do
not allow for an adjunct middle. This anticipated outcome is also confìrmed as

the grammaticality of (374-b) demonstrates:

31 It is important to note that the foÌmatio¡ of the (reflexive) impersonal middle has nÔ sÙch

¡eslriotions, i.e. whether the locative PP is an adjùnct or an aÌgument
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(3'7\ a E This ink writes well
b SG Diese Tinte schrcibt gut

thís ink wrítes well
'This ink writes well'

Finally, the mandatory absence of sicå in dre SG example (37b), involving
an extemal argument, is accounted fo¡ if it is assumed that the reflexive is
a morphological marker signalling the absorption of the extemal argumerlt.
Crucially, variation at these specific points in the grammar is possible srnce
the instrumeltal constuction is ambiguous: it may be interpreted both as a
regular transitive in which the logical subjecl argument or the extemal subject
argument is present, as in (35) and (37) or as an adjunct middle in which the
logical subject argument is nol syntactically overt, as in (36). With respect
to the latfer interpretation, t]]'e verb schrijven'to write' in the instrumental
construclion extant in the Limburg and Rhineland dialects has been reanalysed
as a detransitivised verb which does not project an exteÍìal argumeût. Thus, in
the instrumental conshuction, incorporâtion of the preposition has taken place
and the presence of the reflexive is a manitèstation of the movement of the
embedded DP dle irfl 'this ink' in PP¿"¡. (Cornips 1996a; Cornips and Hulk
1999). This is clear from a comparison of (31) above with (38) immediately
below:

(38) LD zich pretúg lmet deze inkt] schrijft:>
zich prettig lsch¡ijft + met] deze inkt :>
deze inkt zich prettig schrijft
'One writes well with this ink'

By contmst, the instumental construction without the reflexive is interpreted
in both the Rhineland and Limburg dialects as aregular hansitive consùuction.
Thus, it is assumed that variation with respecL to lhe presence or absence of the
reflexive exists at these specific points of the grammar since the insrumental
construction is struclurally ambiguous. The distributional evidence presented
in the previous sections clea-rly suggests that the formation of the reflexrve
insfumental implies the presence of an adjunct middle. Heüce, the instuu-
mental construction without a reflexive must first be reanalysed as an adjùnct
middle. This accounts for the geographical and chronological implicational
relationship between the adjunct middle and the reflexive instrumental mid-
dle. In the dialects of northem Limburg, both middle formation and incor-
poration were productive processes during the nineteenth century. The 1994
Meertens database, however, reveals that these processes (the reflexive adjunct
middle, in particular) have become highly productive and now extend over the
entire province of Limburg. In addition, the process of incorporation has pro-
duced a new va¡iant. namelv. the instrumental construction with the reflexive.

'O'goed
O well
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This syntactic charlge, causing two types of construction to become reflexìve,
i.e. adjunct and instrumeltal rniddles, shows that these constuuctions cluster
together in lhe varialion space which may be expÌained in terms of paÌameter
theory.

4 General Conclusion

ln this chapter we have argued that the variationist approach and the generative
programme (since the publication of Chomsþ 198lb) are salient frameworks
for analysing processes of convergence and divergence belween relaled lan-
guage varieties at the grammatical level. Howeve¡, differences in methodologf
analyses, and findings with respect to variation have led to the creation of a
Januslike orientation within lhese two disciplines. Thus, variatiodsts locus on
the representativeness oftheir speakers, controlled recordings of the vernacular,
and the collection of a substantial quantity ofdata in order to achieve descriptive
and observalional adequacy. By contrast, gelerativists focus on native-speaker
introspection in an idealised environment in their pursuit of explanatory ade-
quacy. Moreove¡ an integral aim of sociolinguistic accounls is to ascerlain the
significance of inherent vadability for a range of sociocultural corlelates with
respect to 'community' grammars, whereas the Chomskyan tradition seeks only
to delimit the set ofpossible languages and to discover the universal constraints
by which alf individual' grammars are bound.

In this chapter we hope to have demonstrated that invesligations of conver-
gence and divergence at the granlmatiÇal level which utilise the interfaces of
both frameworks and rely on real time, variable corpora in addition to speaker
judgements, have greater obseryational and explanatory force than lhat of a sin-
gle paradigm applied to eithertype ofdata in isolation. A good casein point is the
empirical evidence p¡ovided in section 2.2 which ran counter to Mccloskey's
claims regarding the dist¡ibution of cartâin predicates in embedded inversion
constructions (I'-to-C" Fronting) among speakers of divergent Englishes. On
the basis ofevidence such as this, it was argued that allowing fbr microvarittion
within universal constraints so that the resultant analysis remains accountable
to the data will eventually bring about important refinements within generative
theory.

'We have also examined the idea that variation space is defined by parame-
ter theory accounting, at a high leve1 of abstuaction, for some of the reasons
why certain ¡elated varieties cluster together from a syntactic perspective. In
this way, processes of convergence/divergence in grammar (or notions sùch
as 'alike'/'different') can be analysed more explicitly than is possible within
standard variationist analyses. The case study, for example, demonstrated the
manner in which a parametric approach can account for the amount and type of
variation, in addition to the restrictions on variabilitf associated with niddle
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constructions in the Limburg and Rhineland dialects which woùld not be as

hansparent within a 'discrete' vaÌiationist analysis.
The perspective adopled here is in line with new ways of analysing vadation

suggestedby the findings ofother research into the phenomenon of grammâtical
variability in which theoretical concerns have become much more cantxal. This
is partly due to the welcome relaxation of the generative position on the status
of social accounts from that of Smith (1989), as can be seen from the quote
below:35

Internâlist bioÌinguistic inquiry does not, of course, question the legitimacy of othe¡
approaches to langùage, any more than internalislinqùiry into bee communication invâl-
idates the stìrdy ofhow the relevant internal orgadzation of bees enters into their social
structure. The investigations do not conflict; they are mutually supportive ln the case
of humans, though not other organisms, the issues are subject lo cont¡oversy, often
impassioned, ând needless. (Chomsky 1999r 34)

We believe that the analyses and observations made in this chapter suggest
interesting avenues for fwther research. Three issues, in particular, have come
to the fore, namely (i) identifying the exact relationship belween intuitions
and performance data; (ii) exploring the extent lo which gmmmatiÇal theory
should attend to intxospective judgemeüts aboul cattain types of construction
that neve-r sudace empirically (cf. Labov 1975, 1996 and Bard et al 1996);
and (iii) the hypothesis that morphosyntactic va¡iables can be differentiated
into those lhat are 'low level' and, therefore, accessible to sociolinguistic
alalysis, and those that are 'high level', where it is less clear that variation
serves to differentiate social groups because it is neither purely moryhological
nor purely syntactic given its dependence on pragmatic/semantic condition-
ing. Although it has not been possible fully to investigate (i-iii) in the plesent
context, we intend in future research to explore furthe¡ both infiosPective and
empirical data from divergent Dutch and English dialects We plan to focus
on whether therc are crosslinguistic prohibitions operating on the failure of
intuitions artd to examine empirical observations which are stable across com-
munities of speakers yet run cou[ter to universal constraints postulated within
P&P (i.e. question (i)). Similarly, we would like to ascertain lhe extent to
which speakers of divergent Dutch and English varieties share introspective
judgements regarding constructions that are grammatically Possible intuitively
but are not ¡ecoverable from obse¡vation alone (i.e. question (ii)). We also
irtend to use crosslinguistic data to explore the hyPothesis (following Muysken

3s Such research includes B eals e¡ ¿rt ( I 994); Comips (1994, 1998a), intër ali'a; Coffigan ( 1997)'
in¡er atia, Hen-J 0992), inrsralid; Hudson (1995); King and Nâdâsdi (1996); Klemola (1997);
Iftoch (1994); Lândâ ând Franco (1996); Muysken (1995), inter dlia; Pln|zLtk (1993);RicKotd
¿¡¿1. (1995); Seppânen (1999); Sells ¿¡ dl. (19964,b); Toribio (1996), ir¡e,'¿l¡a; ând WiÌson and
Henry (1998).
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i999b) that investigations into the extralinguistic constraints inducingconver-
gence/divergence at the grammatical level are particularly successful when
examining 'low-level' morphosyntactic variation (verbal paradigms, for exam-
ple), which more clearly pertain to the external domain of language as a social
construct than they are when accounting for 'higher level' variables (passivity,
forinstance), which a¡e associatedwith areas ofthe grammar that are moie com-
monly the focus of what Chomsky (1999: 34) terms 'internalist biolinguistic
inquiry'.

While we admit that research of this kind is in its infancy, we would argue
that the approach that has been taken in this chapter, incorporating as it does
a range of variationist and genemtive cri[eria, appears to be a fruitful method
for interpreting syntactic phenomena associated with processes ofconvergence
and divergence in grammar.

Phonology, granìmar, and discourse
in dialect convergence

Jenny Cheshire, Paul Kerswill, and Ann Williams

Introduction

The phenomenon of dialect convergence presents us with an opportunity to
examine an issue that is not yet well understood in variation studies: the extent
to which linguistic variation in different components of language patterns in
similar ways. There have been more studies ofphonetic and phonological vari-
ation tharì ofany other kind, with the result that we now kno\À/ a great deal about
how sound changes typically spread through a speech community, Studies of
morphosynlactic variation have been gently increasing in number, but socio-
linguistic analyses of variaiion in discourse and, especially, in syntax remain
relatively scarce- We still do not know, therefore, whether generalisalions con-
cerning the spread of sound change apply equally well to othertypes oflanguage
change, nor wheth stable linguistic variation in phonology, grammar, and dis-
course features has a sirnilar sociolinguistic distuibùtion within a community.

The study ofdialect convergence might shed Ìight on these questions because
the expectation here is, precisely, that there should be considerable common-
ality in the direclion of change and, perhaps, in the rate of change also. If
regionally or socially marked phonological features are being levelled within
a communitf we might expect other regionally or socially marked features to
be levelled as well, with perhaps the same speakers or the same social groups
driving all types of change. In this chapter we use data from otìr recent projecl
on levelling in urban dialects in England to explore the question of whether
there is isomorphism belween patteflrs of variation and change in phonology,
grammar, and discourse. Where grammatical variation is concemed, we will
draw a distinction between mor?hosyntactic va¡iation, lvhere syntax has mor-
phological effects, alrd syntactic variation, involving changes in word order or
in clause sln¡clure. Thus, morphosyntactic variation is illustrated by the vari-
able expression of agreement on present tense verbs in some English dialects
(lgoes versus 1go); and syntactic variationby alternation between a passive con-
sfuction and its active counterpart (ny phone wqs stolen versus someone stole
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